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 Mustard at previous Municipal Stadium . Richly illustrated. Cleveland companies managed to get, and local people sold
it and ran the restaurants where we ate it. Snacks balls at Euclid Beach.Food makes powerful memories. Mention Hough
Bakery and observe how quickly we Clevelanders start to drool over simply the thought of those long-dropped white
cakes. This book collects the fondest thoughts of Clevelanders who still ache for treats from days gone by. There have
been Frostees in the Higbee’s basement. Now, take a delicious trip into the history. Burgers at Way’s or Mawby’s.
Entertainment-stuffed nights at Alpine Village.“Be ready to be hungry, not merely for your preferred foods, but also for
the special situations from your childhood. and so a lot more. . .” ? CurrentsRemember when food was local?
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MEMORIES I took a vacation down memory lane close to a street I lived on in the 50's and 60's in Cleveland, Ohio.But
the kisser is: there's a picture of Otto's Deli. My mom worked at the May Company dining room in Warrensville Hts. And
my Aunt Mary worked at Clarks at 105th and St. The book had great photos and the samplings of memories about each
one of the areas were fun to learn. So lots of the restaurants featured in the publication were where us would celebrate
special times! Captain Frank's on the pier downtown was a great place and a great memory. It should have been a very
much thicker, more lavish, even more complete book with maybe some reprinted color ads and illustrations. If you had
been born and raised in Cleveland and so are over forty today, this publication will delight you. How about the Southgate
restaurants like Teddi's, Oriental Terrace, and Maxons, so popular that people came from all over the eastern suburbs to
the Maple Heights buying plaza? I sent one to my cousin who lived a few blocks away from me then and who right now
lives clear in the united states...but we talk about Cleveland's remembrances! Yes. King's Nuts. A gem. She must have
proven the Stouffer frozen food factory in Solon, and actually gone into home-town discussions of beloved local favorites
like Small Tom's pop, Dan Dee poker chips, and Cotton Golf club soda, which sat at every children' classroom or home
party thrown in Bedford, I'm sure. This was a very nice read. My wife grew up there and it cut back some fond
thoughts... and some surprises! Not Almost Enough to Satisfy I loved the infant Boomer memories -- born and was raised
in Cleveland until my mid-20's when I moved out to Pgh and married -- but this book really skimps and is superficial.
The writer could possess gotten into so much more details and got more extensive research, rather than filling the
reserve with very brief cursory local contributor testimonials. There are pictures of Houghs Bakery. Unidentified photo
locations, hardly any history of how places got started and how or why they finished, a couple of menu reprints, and
appeared to be concentrating almost entirely on the West Side instead of the entire greater Cleveland area. He was so
pleased. I think the Bedford shop of Franklin Ice Cream was a bit more reknown, but just a teeny little dark and white ad
is all she has. If your Grandmother lved in Cleveland then, she will want to receive this book as something special!. I
know there is probably waaaaay an excessive amount of for an writer to cover adequately, and she "bit off a lot more
than she could chew" heh heh heh, but so many of our Boomer memories are soaked in the nostalgia of the locally
created snack food and beverages, the family-owned hang-out restaurants, the really special places that have been such
a big amazing deal for children like likely to Higbee's Silver Grille before the Christmas holidays (I understand they have
their own book, but still). Hough Bakery! This publication needs an expanded new edition and a reprint if it were at all
possible. . . .. I enjoyed this reserve for exactly what it was - a walk through the Cleveland Food, Beverage and Snack
businesses from the first 1900's to the eighties. As any Clevelander knows, Clark's, Mawby's and Hough Bakeries were
correct up there with Heaven on the planet! It had been a pleasure to learn snips and brief histories on the countless
establishments that I grew up with. Clair and then at Higbees dining room. Then she switches to Heinen's. This is a
terrific collection of CLEVELAND FOOD Thoughts! Buy the reserve! What occurred to Chandler & It had been a nice
surprise to read about Keifer's Tavern, a very occasional family treat for us entailing a long travel to the near West Side,
but again, not enough on any specific place, insufficient to really scoop close up memories aside from the ubiquitous and
deservedly beloved Hough Bakeries. Great memories - loved the images and the short commments. Maybe 6!). Only very
good memories.. She mentions that in the 1940s there were four Chandler & Gail Bellamy hits every great memory I
had.. Five celebrities all the way. The balance was correct for me, I was not interested in reading a brief history of
cleveland - simply sparking some old thoughts (ice-cream sundays downtown! Grade it: "Incomplete" This is a good book
for baby boomers like myself to trip down memory lane. Roughly I thought. I enjoyed the photos. But I had many
problems with this reserve. If we had been in school I would have to quality it "incomplete". A few of the East Side
barbeque joints of the 1950s and 60s like Whitmore's or Warm Sauce William's or Ferris'? both photos of the
Manner's on web page 37; the older Lawson store that's pictured.. Rudd?and it continues on and on and on. Where were
they located? Thanks! If you grew up in Cleveland in the 50s and 60s this reserve is for you. Rudd stores. NO - this isn't
John Grisham or Stephen King so far as literary genius - but who cares?!. There is an old advertisement for Fisher Foods
but only only mention of Fazio's no mention of Stop-N-Shop.Many items that folks may remember get an 1 word
mention just like the Forum or Dearings, others are shown again and again like Manners. Whatever occurred to the Uncle
Marty ice cream trucks? No mention of them. Some of the pictures do not indicate the location: the picture of the



people lined up in front of the Hough Bakery after V-J; No mention of them. Peterson Nuts. This was a very nice read. My
wife grew up there and it . No. This reserve was filled with phrases but the best benefit were the photos. And that's it. I
gave this as a gift..And don't look for them in this publication. Five Stars great book Food is Fun Some of these great
recollections can be found nearby. This booklet tells you where. . Hold on to the memory. Eat this reserve - YUM! reserve
for myself &my children for Christmas because I like the author-she lived up to my expectations I bought this book for
myself &my children for Christmas because I like the author-she lived up to my expectations!Many of her stories start
off interesting then drop you and keep you hanging. She could experienced chapters titled "Hough Bakery" "Lawsons"
"Manners and Kenny King's Franchises" "Department Shop Dining" "Dime Shop Snack Counters" etc, but it was all
mismashed jointly in a loose jumble and topics simply barely brushed over, a lot of the time. All of the places you can go
and get a great corned beef sandwich? He was so pleased. Love this book anyone over the age of fifty and from
Cleveland will like this book. So many thoughts.. It's like she hung out with all of us and knew every great spot to move
and what we ordered. Great gift idea This is a Father's Day gift and my father really enjoyed the memory lane!
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